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Abstract—Teaching mechatronics is a complex challenge be-cause of the multidisciplinary nature of the topic. On theother hand the requirements of the smart city or the smartmobility of the future demand complex solutions from nextgeneration of engineers. The topics include electrical, mechanicalengineering, control theory and ICT in which fields the studentsmust deepen their knowledge. Tasks and solving problems inmechatronics require cognitive and operational knowledge andpractical experience in systems design and analysis.There is a strong demand for project-based teaching usingcertain kinds of practical material. The paper presents two edu-cational frameworks designed for students with a specializationin vehicle mechatronics. Both are aimed at the emulation of realvehicle behaviors, the first is on ECU (Electric control Unit) levelwhile the second is on vehicle level.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Except for the recession in 2008 worldwide vehicle markethas been growing steadily. According to the figures of TheInternational Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers(OICA) the vehicle industry requires the employment of morethan eight million people directly in manufacturing the vehiclesand the parts that are built into them. This accounts for overfive percent of the world’s total manufacturing employment[1]. Competition in the industry motivates the manufacturersto introduce new technologies, comfort and safety solutionsresulting in the high employment level of their research anddevelopment departments.Despite the continuous research activity in this field, theautomotive industry seemed to have fallen behind the so-called”Connected Revolution” passenger cars could not follow therapid growth of the ICT (Information and CommunicationTechnology) sector. This lag can be attributed to severalfactors:
• Both the development and the life cycle of the vehiclesare rather long.
• The standardization and migration of new solutions aredifficult.
• The property and life safety issues and threats are greaterthan in other industries (e.g. mobile phones)Despite these difficulties there is no doubt that the vehicleof the future will be the integral part of global communication.Without this, smart city and smart mobility is unimaginable.Communication, intelligence and cooperative techniques andsystems will characterise the cars of the future.
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Therefore there is a strong demand for well-trained vehicleengineers on the labor market. These engineers need diverseknowledge in the field of electronics, mechanics, hardware andsoftware design, and also in industry-related technologies, suchas standardised intra-vehicle communication. Understandingthese needs the Department of Control for Transportationand Vehicle Systems Budapest University of Technology andEconomics introduced a specialization programme coveringmost of these fields.Teaching mechatronics is a great challenge since the subjectis a multidisciplinary area of electrical, mechanical and ITknowledge. Students must deepen their knowledge in theseslightly related fields of engineering.
TABLE I. SUBJECTS OF MECHATRONICS ENGINEERING [2]
Mechanical EngineeringDesign and Production System DynamicsControl TheoryControl System Design Real-Time SystemsElectric/Electronic EngineeringSensors ActuatorsComputer Science and TechnologyAlgorithm Application AI and Communication
Tasks and solving problems in mechatronics require cog-nitive and operational knowledge and practical experiencein systems design and analysis [3]. All mechatronics-relatedcurricular papers state that besides the formal teaching of basictechniques, such as sensors and actuators, software and hard-ware design or dynamics, certain kinds of practical material isneeded in this field [4] [5] [6]. There is a clear consensusamongst the stakeholders in education and industry aboutthe strong need for project-based teaching in the educationof mechatronic systems [7] [8] [9]. Although methodologiesmay differ a university student project only simulates the realindustrial development conditions. However, giving individualor group assignments to students with a related problem tosolve is the best practice to acquire skills in this field. Didacticquestions, such as what kind of hierarchical or developmentstructure should they use, emerge during the organization ofthe students into groups. Grimheden [10] proposed the agilemethod while Scrum [11] proposed other classic developmentmethods such as the V-model, see also [12] [13].The paper presents two educational frameworks designed forstudents with a specialization in vehicle mechatronics. Both areaimed at the emulation of real vehicle behaviors, the first ison ECU level while the second is on vehicle level.The paper is organized as follows: The next section intro-duces an educational framework for automotive ECU design,while Section III presents an autonomous vehicle frameworkand finally Section IV introduces a Hardware-in-the-Loopenvironment for designing and testing multiple solutions.
2II. THE ECU DESIGN FRAMEWORK
The first presented framework serves the purpose of aidingthe students throughout a complex, yet simplified functionaldevelopment of an electronic control unit of a vehicle.The goal is for the students to understand and becomefamiliar with the basics of the development process of anautomotive ECU. For this purpose each student is assignedan individual project which represents the - naturally limited- functionality of an embedded controller of a vehicle. Thespecification of this task describes the sensors and actuators,analogue and digital I/Os and also the communication roles ofthe unit.Based on this specification students must analyse the prob-lem and design a system capable of fulfilling these tasks.In order to simulate the real-world development processas much as possible several aspects have been taken intoconsideration. The areas and skills involved in the studentproject are:
• Understanding and analysing functional specifications;
• Knowledge of standard vehicular network descriptionformats, such as DBC (Communication Database forCAN) or LDF (LIN description file);
• CAN/LIN/FlexRay communication via a specific micro-controller;
• Software and algorithm testing;
• Failure mode and effect analysis and error handling;
• Test case design;
• Documentation.Testing is necessary during the development process. Insome cases it could be feasible to provide the specific vehiclepart as a test bed for the controllers. Furthermore in anemulated environment the modelling of erroneous behaviourand failure modes is much easier.These are the main reasons why the decision to developa complex framework providing all functionalities of themodules to be driven has been made. The paper presentsthe hardware and software-related solutions of this emulationenvironment.
A. Design tasks
Each student task represents a specific vehicle ECU with awell-defined task. They share the feature of CAN communica-tion, and each has to interact with at least one of the otherunits by providing status information, or sending/receivingcommands. The ECU functionalities involved in the tasks arethe following [14]:1) Electric Window Lift (EWL): The EWL module mustcontrol an electric window of a vehicle with two direc-tion inputs and a proper PWM signal. With a short (lessthan half a second) input it must drive the window tothe end position, otherwise it drives the window untilthe input button is pressed. Failures may occur when thelimit switches are malfunctioning: the window becomesstuck or the drive motor fails.2) Data Acquisition Unit (DAU)3) Trip Computer Unit (TCU): The TCU is a simple dis-play module for the driver, which collects information
from other ECUs via CAN and calculates average speedand trip distance on a daily and full lifetime basis. Thedisplay shows warning on opened doors.4) Blindspot Assistant (BSA): The BSA must implementsimple functionalities of a blindspot assistant. The ECUgives warning based on the measured side distances ofobjects, the steering wheel angle, turn signal state andvehicle speed. Some information is gathered throughthe I/Os, and other is received via CAN communication.Based on the severity level, the ECU actuates warningLEDs, or shakes the steering wheel.5) Turn Signal (TS): The TS unit drives four turn signallamps of the vehicle with the information provided bytheir control switches and also the switch of the hazardwarning. The ECU also considers the angle of thesteering wheel, which is provided as a simple analogueinput. The system must monitor the state of the lampsand malfunctions can be emulated in the framework.6) Headlight Control (HLC): The HLC implements thefunctionalities of a headlight control unit, where thestandard low or full-beam functions are driven by digitalIOs, although cornering light is controlled by infor-mation acquired via the CAN bus. For error handlingpurposes the measurement of lamp states are given asa feedback.7) Central Lock (CL): The CL unit controls the centrallocking system of the vehicle based on the state of thedoors and the control inputs.8) Electronic Cruise Control (ECC): The ECC moduleimplements the Electric Cruise Control function, withthe driver inputs of on/off and acceleration/coast. It alsouses the information of the wheel speed sensor. TheECC gives the throttle command via CAN, and the em-ulation framework simulates simple vehicle dynamicsand external forces such as wind or inclinations.
B. Framework Overview
In order to design such framework the behaviour of severalsubsystems must be determined to adequately simulate theworking environment of the control unit. These subsystemsand as well as their relations are presented in Fig.1.The core of the emulation is the dynamics, mechanical andelectrical behaviour. In addition, error injection capabilities arealso necessary. These functionalities may differ depending onthe individual task.Connection to the simulated environment is achieved by thebehavioural model of the sensors and actuators. The dynamicsof these subsystems must be separated from the core, and inthis way separate sensor/actuator failure and degraded modescan be also emulated.CAN communication is integrated into the framework whichserves the following purposes. There are design tasks whosemain functionality is operated via CAN and there are somewhich only broadcast state messages to the vehicular network.The complete system can only be operated without emulatedCAN messages if all tasks have been completed by all stu-dents. In the individual development phase a student with a
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specific ECU needs the emulated CAN communication of theconnected ECUs designed by other students.In most cases the primary functionality of the given ECUis simple and its implementation is trivial. However, when theunit must detect, log and handle errors originating in eitherbehaviour dynamics or the sensors, even the simplest functioncould become a complex problem. The possibility of errorinjection gives the opportunity for the students to examinethe failure modes since their effects must be evaluated andan adequate action plan must be outlined with different statesof normal, degraded, or erroneous operation.The emulation environment has two operational states. Oneis manual operation, where all interactions and system statemodifications are carried out manually in the control windowof the system. In most cases and during the initial developmentprocess this feature is sufficient for the students for testingpurposes, although the handling of complex, sequential andrepeatable system states or error situations are inconvenient.For this case the playback of previously designed test se-quences is possible. An automatic logging feature also helps
the design process and it is also useful at the final evaluationof the project.
C. The educational vehicle network
As it was mentioned before, all control units have therequirement to communicate via CAN network. One type ofmessage that must be provided by the units is the ”statemessage”, sending all signals and operational states periodi-cally. The interaction between diferent units is done throughpreviously defined ”command” messages where one ECUdirects an action of an other control unit. In this way theindividual projects are connected in an imaginary vehiclenetwork on a shared CAN bus, which is extended with anadditional supervisor device as shown in Fig.2.
Fig. 2. Laboratory vehicular CAN network
This common CAN network ensures the cross communi-cation of the units just as in any commercial vehicle. Thesimple illustration of this behaviour is, when the CL ECUreceives a ”lock doors” command from its operator, it sendsout a message to the EWL to close windows and also notifiesthe TS to blink two with all turn signals. If the locking ofdoors can not be completed it sends a single-blink commandto the TS instead. Table II shows the cross-interaction chart ofthe control units.The dbc file which describes the signals and messages isgiven to the students along with the specification.
D. Hardware Framework and Implementation
The framework presented is independent of the platformused by the students during the ECU design process since it
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TABLE II. COMMUNICATION CHART OF THE LABORATORY NETWORK(RST: READ STATUS; CMD: GET COMMAND)
BSA CL DAU ECC EWL HLC TCU TSBSA X RST RST RSTCL XDAU X CMDECC XEWL CMD XHLC RST XTCU RST RST RST XTS CMD X
interacts through analogue and digital IOs and standard CANinterfaces. Since the controller education at our departmentuses the Atmel AVR family the primary platform of theECU design is the same. The students receive a BIGAVR6(see Fig.3.) development board with a AT90CAN128 [15]microcontroller to prepare their project. The advantage ofthis is that it is a full-feature development board for AVRcontrollers [16] having all necessary analogue and digital I/Os,displays, an onboard programmer and also a CAN transceiver.
Fig. 3. BigAVR development board
A general purpose CAN interface with USB connectivitycalled WeCAN USB [17] is used for communication.The framework utilizes NI myDAQ, a low-cost portabledata acquisition (DAQ) device as its analogue and digital I/Ointerface (see Fig. 4.). It comes with two analogue inputs andoutputs and also 8 digital I/O channels. [18]
E. Example: the EWL unit
The electric window functionality in the imaginary vehicleis realized by the EWL unit. In the scenario provided by theemulation framework an electric motor litfs the window as aresponse to two different inputs: one digital signal for directionand a PWM signal for speed command. Two buttons providepassenger input while two limit switches sense the end position
Fig. 4. National Instruments MyDAQ
alongside with a redundant analogue sensor. The current of theelectric motor is also provided as an analogue signal.Failure modes of the emulated environment may include thefollowing: short circuit may occur in the motor while increasedcurrent can be measured when the windows is stuck. Also thelimit switches can fail in both ways. The examination of thesystem is necessary by the students and they must identifythe possible redundancies and error handling solutions. Anexample screen-shot of the emulation software of the EWLunit can be seen in Fig. 5.The EWL unit must handle two CAN messages accordingto the provided dbc. The state message with the identifier”MSG ST EWL” provides the position of the two buttons,the two end position sensors, the analogue position, operabil-ity information and motor current. The unit understands themessage called ”MSG CMD EWL” coming from other ECUsthat command the window to a specific position.The provided dbc formally describes the two messages as:
BO 2149187380 MSG ST EWL: 8 EWL ECUSG St Wnd Sw Up : 27—1@1+ (1,0) [0—0]SG St Wnd Sw Down : 26—1@1+ (1,0) [0—0]SG St Wnd EP Low : 25—1@1+ (1,0) [0—0]SG St Wnd EP High : 24—1@1+ (1,0) [0—0]SG St Wnd Position : 16—8@1+ (0.4,0) [0—102] ”%”SG St Wnd Operability : 8—8@1+ (1,0) [0—0]SG St Wnd Current : 0—8@1+ (0.04,0) [0—0] ”A”
BO 2148138804 MSG CMD EWL: 8 CL ECUSG Cmd Wnd Pos : 0—8@1+ (0.4,0) [0—100]
III. EXPERIMENTAL VEHICLE FRAMEWORK
A. The Vehicle Frame
The second presented educational framework is a vehiclefor implementing and testing advanced driver assistance and
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autonomous driving functions. Hence, the purpose of thedevelopment was not the building of a real 1:1 scale vehicle,which would raise several questions and needless extra designproblems. For the purpose of rapid framework developmenta much simpler vehicle basis has been chosen: a simplecommercial go-cart frame (see Fig. 6.) with hydraulic discbrakes, rigid rear axles and a chain drive.
Fig. 6. The modified go-cart frame used for the project
B. Sensors
Autonomous vehicles rely on their ability to sense theenvironment, which is a key feature in achieving better per-formance and functionality. These systems generally use ul-trasonic sensors, radars and different vision systems, althoughinformation provided by these sensors is limited. With LIDARsystems one can receive detailed depth-of-field maps, whichis the reason why it has gained popularity amongst the self-driving car projects [19][20]. Besides, vision-based techniquesare also common [21][22]. Additional sensors, such as GPS orany other satellite navigation techniques and additional inertialsensors may further enhance performance. Due to the widerange of data sources, sensor fusion plays a key role in theseprojects. [23]Since LIDAR is not installed on the developed vehicleframework its primary environmental sensor is the cameraand its image processing algorithms. Having an independentcontroller unit the camera provides lane detection, road sign orobject information on a low level through a CAN interface. Theframework has the capability of mounting radar or ultrasonicsensors on the cart.
C. Actuators
Three main actuators are applied in the system: the drivingmotor, the steering actuator and the brakes.An electric motor has been chosen to drive the cart, wherethree main alternatives seem to be a potential choice [24]:
• Series wound brushed DC motor, with easy controllabil-ity, but high wear and maintenance needs;
• Asynchronous motors are widely used in industrial ap-plications, yet the generation of the three-phase powersupply needed to drive the motor, control problems andthe high investment costs are significant disadvantagesof this choice.
• Brushless DC motors have all the advantages of thebrushed motors with a slight inconvenience in theircontrol, but the maintenance needs, the reasonable costsand the good power-density ratio makes them the bestchoice amongst the three.From the three possibilities the BLDC solution has beenchosen: the HPB5000B motor with a compact design, a waterresistant body, a stainless steel shaft, and a self-cooling fan[25]. The main technical parameters of the motor are detailedin Table III.
TABLE III. TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF THE CHOSEN HPM5000BBLDC MOTOR
Voltage 48V/72V/96V/120VRated Power 3KW-7.5KWEfficiency 91%Speed 2000-6000rpm (customizable)Weight 11KgHeight 126mmDiameter 206mm
A chain drive (H428 type and a gear ratio of 43/18) hasbeen chosen to transfer the torque of the motor to the rear axle.
6This drive train is able to accelerate the cart at 2.5m/s2 up to
40km/h with the maximum obtainable velocity of 60km/h,which is satisfactory for our experimental needs.
Fig. 7. Drive Chain instalment design
The BLDC motor and its control unit has the capability ofregenerative braking. This way the original brake system of thecart is only used as a redundant stopping method for enhancingsafety and position fixing.
There are many possibilities to realize steering functionality.During the design of the vehicle two possible motor types wereexamined: a stepping motor and a DC servo. The torque re-quirement of steering in this cart-type vehicle is approximately
10Nms and the maximum rotation angle is 45◦. Accuracy ofthe position control is necessary, and because of the externalphysical impacts overload protection is also important. Thisrequirement is fulfilled by using an adjustable torque limiter.A SanMotion 103H7823-1740 stepping motor from SANYO-DENKI [26] has been chosen for the steering actuator, havinga torque of 2.7Nm with the rated current of 2A. The requiredtorque is achieved with a gear drive having 4.2 transmissionvalue. Instalment design of the subsystem is shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8. Steering Actuator instalment design
D. Control architecture
The design of the control is based on the requirement thatthe architecture must be as modular as possible, so that thecart could be easily reconfigured for different projects. Thisapproach resulted in the separation of the actuator handlingand the high-level control logic. For this purpose two mainECUs have been designed to operate the vehicle:
• the so called ”central ECU” handles sensor informationand calculates driving logic,
• the ”actuator ECU” controls the actuators.These units are connected via CAN network where thefiltered and processed sensor data are transferred along withthe control commands. The control architecture and its logicalspecification are shown in Fig. 9.As it was mentioned before drive, steering and brake actu-ators are handled by the Actuator ECU, which generates thepulse-width modulated and analogue control signals for themin order to keep the reference value received from the centralcontrol.These well separated tasks do not require high computa-tional power, so the micro-controller chosen for this task isan Atmel AT90CAN128 [15], a low-power 8-bit AVR RISC-based unit.The tasks of the central ECU are the collection of sensordata and the calculation of the vehicle control. Sensor datais collected through a CAN network, which also serves thepurpose of keeping parts of the design as interchangeable aspossible. The determination of the control outputs is based onthe fused sensor data.This way the implemented functions are:
• Lane following at a fix speed,
• Object avoidance.The control unit has high computational needs even whenperforming the simplest autonomous driving tasks. This leadsto the choice of the AT32UC3C2512C microcontroller[27] acomplete System-On-Chip controller based on the AVR32UCRISC processor. The maximum clock frequency of 66 MHz issufficient for the defined tasks or any simple student projectfocusing on the basic driver assistance functionalities althoughfor more complex projects the replacement of this unit will benecessary.
IV. HARDWARE IN THE LOOP TESTING
Providing development and test environment for the designof autonomous vehicle function is not trivial since the processof the design of a relatively small scale vehicle poses feasibilityquestions regarding the iterative process of function design andtesting. The project has numerous subtasks whose progress cannot be handled in a linear way, thus parallel development isneeded to achieve advance. However, the developed functionmust be tested, first at model level and then at the implemen-tation level with the final embedded system.
A. Theoretical control loop
For creating a convenient development environment systemfunctions must be divided into four well-defined areas:
7Fig. 9. Control architecture logical specification
1) Vehicle properties and dynamics with the appropriatemodelling of actuators and sensors.2) Environment possessing the road, signs, other vehiclesand objects. Because of the vision system, the environ-ment model must also implement visualization.3) Sensors, with special attention to the camera sinceit has an important role and a significant number ofdevelopment requirements.4) The controller with the implemented logic.
On the first level of testing and development the perfor-mance of any subsystem can be evaluated by using previously
defined or recorded static raw data as input. However, onthe next level, where more than one subsystem must interactand even on the system integration phase this is not feasiblebecause of the dynamic behaviour of the interaction betweenthe units. On the one hand the different development progressof the individual subtasks prevents overall testing, on the otherhand for full system evaluation a track is needed.These are the reasons that lead to the development andapplication of a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) [28][29] systemframework to ensure the smooth development process whereall subsystem parts can be easily interchanged by any of itsthree representation:
• Recorded, previously-defined raw data or in some casesa simple computer model. (Static data)
• Detailed computational model representation. (Simula-tion)
• Real system/reality.The usage of static test datasets and the real applicationon the other end are easy to imagine. The problem emergeswhen one must implement dynamic simulated behavior. Fig. 10presents the simplified control loop and the possible simulationreplacements. Naturally not all combinations of these choicesat all four subsystems result in practical test cases.
Fig. 10. The modular possibilities of Harware-in-the-Loop development
B. Simulation elements of the HIL process
The simulation elements of the Hardware-in-the-Loop test-ing and development are shown in Fig. 11.There are a few complex vehicle modelling solutions on themarket from which CarSim has been chosen to perform the
8Fig. 11. Simulation elements of the HIL process
simulation of dynamics, actuators, track and environment. Thesystem is capable of providing 3D visualization from multipleviewpoints with different focal lengths. CarSim simulates thedynamic behaviour of passenger cars, race cars, light trucks,and utility vehicles. It animates simulated tests and its outputsare the calculated variables in real-time [30].Any tool capable of being interfaced through CAN canbe used for high level control design purposes, although theoriginal solution uses Matlab/Simulink because of its ease ofuse and high interfacing capabilities to CarSim.CAN communication is managed by the CANCase XL,a professional CAN/LIN/J1708 bus interface with USB 2.0interface from Vector GmbH.Finally an example setup can be examined in Fig. 12where vehicle dynamics and 3D visualization are performedby CarSim, but its image is processed with the real camera(with the help of a focus correction lens), which transfers thedetected features via CAN to the control ECU. The calculatedactuator commands are interpreted by a CANCaseXL moduleand a simple Simulink model closes the loop towards CarSim.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE EXPANSION
POSSIBILITIES
The paper has presented two frameworks that are intendedto aid project based education of vehicle mechatronics stu-dents. Working on connected yet individual tasks has bothcompetitive and cooperative aspects. The students workingon the same tasks exchange ideas and compare their resultsduring the design process. The individuals working on ECUsthat must work together spend hours testing the interactionand communication of their units. The framework inherentlyencourages team work since at the end of the semester allunits are connected together to perform joint operation justas they would do in a real vehicular environment. Naturallya high amount of educational effort is needed in this kind of
Fig. 12. Example Hardware-in-the-Loop configuration
development since continuous consultations with the developerstudents is indispensable.The paper has also presented an experimental vehicle frame-work based on a laboratory vehicle. The design of the systemaims to develop a modular structure in which sensors andactuators can be easily interchanged when the scope of the highlevel function development changes. Several driver assistancesolutions can be developed and tested with the usage ofthis relatively small-scale vehicle, while our future plans areaimed at the development of autonomous functions. Theseenvisioned goals can be achieved on different levels with theframework. Engineering students can work on comparativelylower complexity level problems, such as lane detection andkeeping, while in the research intelligent vehicle solutionsand self driving capabilities are targeted. A vehicle frameworkby itself is not sufficient for the overall development processtherefore a Hardware-in-the-Loop system is also introduced toaid the entire process on all design levels.Universities need to provide the industry with engineers forthe interdisciplinary field of mechatronics, especially in thefield of vehicle electronics and mechatronics, since it is a mixof electrical, mechanical and software engineering.
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